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OUTLINE 
1.  What determines variability in MMD-IWC 

correlations? 
2.  Size distributions, gamma fits and median mass 

diameters (MMDs) 
3.  Characterizing multiple modes in size 

distributions 
4.  Summary 
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Regions with high IWC where particle 
sizes increase with IWC 





Regions with high IWC where particle 
sizes decrease with IWC 



Ver$cal wind 
profile

MMD not actively responding to updraft until above 2 m/s 



Ver$cal wind 
profile
•  Convec'on	weakens	
in	the	a0ernoon	in	
Flight	13.	

• Maximum	updra0	
loca'on	indicates	
the	height	of	anvil.	

•  Flight	16	was	
sampling	over	
oceanic	convec'on	
has	less	strength	and	
lower	anvil.	

10-11km 

11km 

11km 



MMD-IWC Correlations 

2014-1-29 16:00 ------ The first 
time Tb < 195 K 

2014-1-30 01:00 ------ The last  time 
before all Tb > 195 K 

u  Lifecycle of convective system.  

u  Quantified by maximum time cloud top remains 
above a brightness temperature (BT) threshold. 



MMD-IWC Correlations 

u  Weak correlation between convective system age 
and the MMD-IWC correlation. 

𝑅↑2 =0.4 

? 



MMD-IWC Correlations 

u  Flight 12/13 very close to land. 

Flight 12 Flight 13 



Land/sea MMD 

u  Larger range of 
MMD over land 

u  MMD mainly 
between 200-500𝜇m 
over oceanic 
sampling. 



PSDs with same MMD can 
have very different shapes 







Gamma Function Fits 
n  N(D)  =  N0 Dµ  e -λD

n  N0, µ, and λ calculated from Incomplete Gamma 
Fit (IGF) that minimizes χ2 difference between fit 
and observed moments

n  Any (N0,µ,λ) within Δχ2 of minimum χ2 regarded 
as  equally realizable solution

n  Δχ2 determined from statistical uncertainty on 
measured moments on which fit based and 
variability of SDs
u Variability is dominant source of error for 

HAIC/HIWC data, so only show best estimates 
for each fit today



[Jackson et al 2015] 

Gamma Distribution 





There are definite differences in shape of PSDs in λ/µ phase 
space depending on MMD 



There are definite differences in shape of PSDs in λ/µ phase 
space depending on MMD 

Larger MMDs 



There are definite differences in shape of PSDs in λ/µ phase 
space depending on MMD 

Smaller MMDs 



Variations in λ/µ phase space depending on IWC is not as 
strong 



Variations in λ/µ phase space depending on IWC is not as 
strong; higher IWCs seem to have 2 distinct populations 



Variations in λ/µ phase space depending on IWC is not as 
strong; higher IWCs seem to have 2 distinct populations 

Larger IWCs 
have smallest 
λ  



Variations in λ/µ phase space depending on IWC is not as 
strong; higher IWCs seem to have 2 distinct populations 

Larger IWCs 
have smallest 
λ and largest 
λ







As IWC increases, capture points only with higher and lower 
values of λ



As IWC increases, capture points only with higher and lower 
values of λ



PSDs with same MMD can 
have very different shapes 



Differences in PSDs can be clearly seen in 
distribution of gamma phase parameters 



Differences in PSDs can be clearly seen in 
distribution of gamma phase parameters 

High IWC points 



Differences in PSDs can be clearly seen in 
distribution of gamma phase parameters 

High IWC points 
Low IWC points 



Differences in PSDs can be clearly seen in 
distribution of gamma phase parameters 

High IWC points 
Low IWC points 

What controls PSDs and MMDs? 



What	is	
determining	
the	mono/
bimodal	PSD?	

Par$cle Size Distribu$on (PSD)

• One	mode	PSD	that	
resembles	a	gamma	
distribu'on.	

• Double	mode	PSD	
that	is	harder	to	fit	to	
a	gamma	distribu'on.	

• Double	mode	PSD	has	
larger	Median	Mass	
Diameter.	
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Par$cle Size Distribu$on (PSD)

• One	mode	PSD	that	
resemble	a	gamma	
distribu'on.	

• Double	mode	PSD	
that	is	harder	to	fit	to	
a	gamma	distribu'on.	

• Double	mode	PSD	has	
larger	Median	Mass	
Diameter.	

• Do	our	fits	work	for	
mul'-mode	PSDs?	

What	is	
determining	
the	mono/
bimodal	PSD?	



D2 

D1 

Exploring Nature of Multi-Modal Distributions 



D2 

D1 

Exploring Nature of Multi-Modal Distributions 

Automated 
technique for 
identifying D1 and D2 



-  D1 = ~50-150 µm 
-  D2 = ~200-500 µm 

D2 

D1 

Exploring Nature of Multi-Modal Distributions 

Automated 
technique for 
identifying D1 and D2 



How do environmental conditions for vary for uni & bi modal PSDs? 



How do environmental conditions for vary for uni & bi modal PSDs? 

-  NBi/NBi+Uni in “each 
T&TWC range” 

-  White, Uni = Bi 
-  Red, Uni > Bi 
-  Blue, Uni < Bi 



How do environmental conditions for vary for uni & bi modal PSDs? 

-  NBi/NBi+Uni in “each 
T&TWC range” 

-  White, Uni = Bi 
-  Red, Uni > Bi 
-  Blue, Uni < Bi 

-  Larger Uni           
@ T<-36 & T>-10 

-  Larger Bi             
@ -36 < T < -10 
with exception    
@ TWC = ~2.0 &     
T=-30  



-  Diff. T & TWC 
thresholds 

-  T < -10, TWC > 0.1 
-  Total 15442 5 sec 
-  # of sample > 10 in 

each T&TWC 
range (Ner) 

-  Larger Uni           
@ T<-36 

-  Larger Bi             
@ -36 < T < -10 
with exception    
@ TWC = ~2.0  &     
T=-30  

How do environmental conditions for vary for uni & bi modal PSDs? 



-  Invariant with diff. time 
resolution 

-  Larger scale feature 

-  Larger Uni @ T<-36 
-  Larger Bi @ -36 < T < -10 

with exception                 
@ TWC = ~2.0 & T=-30  

5 sec 

20 sec 

10 sec 

How do environmental conditions for vary for uni & bi modal PSDs? 



-  Different feature 
for different flight 

-  Dependence on T  

How do environmental conditions for vary for uni & bi modal PSDs? 



-  Left column: Uni 
-  Right column: Bi 
-  Upper panel: T 
-  Lower panel: TWC 

How do environmental conditions for vary for uni & bi modal PSDs? 



-  Left column: Uni. 
-  Right column: Bi. 
-  Upper panel: T 
-  Lower panel: TWC 

-  Unimodality is 
more frequent at 
lower T 

-  Unimodality is 
more frequent at 
higher TWC 

How do environmental conditions for vary for uni & bi modal PSDs? 



-  No universal environmental 
condition (except T&TWC) 
governs bimodality (so far…) 

-  Left column: Uni. 
-  Right column: Bi. 

-  Upper panel: All flts. 
-  Middle panel: flt. 6 
-  Lower panel: flt. 18 

-  All flts. (upper) shows diff. b/n 
uni and bimodality by eastward 
wind speed  

-  But flts. 6 (middle) & 18 (lower) 
show that it is sample oriented 
feature (where & when 
sampled)   

-  Flt. 18 shows more distinct 
feature than flt. 6 

How do environmental conditions for vary for uni & bi modal PSDs? 



§  Parameters govern Bimodality 

-  D1 & D2 decrease with T decrease 
-  D1 & D2 increase with IWC increase 



§  Parameters govern Bimodality 

-  Some correlation between D1 & D2  
-  Some correlation between D2-D1 and n(D2)-n(D1) 
-  It’s not clear due to difference in scale! 
-  Bimodality occurs in both small and large sizes  



§  Parameters govern Bimodality 

-  Normalization makes it 
simple! 

-  Normalized D difference 

-                     vs. 
-  Normalized concentration 

difference 

-  As normalized D difference 
increase, normalized 
concentration difference 
converges to ~0.7  

𝐷↓2 − 𝐷↓1 /𝐷↓2   

𝑛(𝐷↓2 )−𝑛(𝐷↓1 )/𝑛(𝐷↓2 )  



§  Parameters govern Bimodality 
Strong 
Bimodality 

Moderate 
Bimodality 

Weak 
Bimodality -  For strong bimodality, D1 is 70% 

smaller than D2   



Summary 
n  IWC-MMD can be either positively or 

negatively correlated in high IWC regions 
u SD characteristics different for varying 

regions 
u No complete explanation, but system age and 

location offer some separation of cases  
u Are SDs in these regions similar to SDs in 

non high-IWC conditions? 
n Making progress in characterizing multi-modal 

distributions and determining where they occur 
n Extending to investigate radiative properties  

  



-  Bimodality of PSD shows dependence on T & TWC 
-  Stronger dependence on T 

-  D1 & D2 decease with T decrease 
-  D1 & D2 increase with TWC increase 

-  D1=97±24 µm, D2=276±105 µm @ T < 0, Dmax 
-  D1=90±22 µm, D2=254±93 µm @ T < 0, Deq 

-  Normalized dimensions give better view to understand 
PSD bimodality 

-  For strong bimodality, D1 is 70% smaller than D2 

-  Further analysis with the normalized dimensions will be 
made 


